QUOTATIONS
Short Quotes
Long Quotes

PART A - SHORT QUOTES
A cute couple makes a successful wedding but a faithful couple makes a successful
marriage
A dirty mind wrongly begins to think that others think like him
A dose of love is all the remedy we need sometimes
A friend walks in when everyone else walks out
A good way to forget your troubles is to help people out of theirs
A lie is a lie, even if everyone believes it to be true, And the truth is the truth, Even if everyone
thinks its a lie
A Muslim who meets with others and shares their burdens is better than one who lives a
life of seclusion and contemplation.
A Muslim with Allah, is always the strongest. No matter what calamity comes his way,
he will be always helped and guided by Allah
A parent can give a child no greater gift than beautiful manners
A person’s faith will not be upright unless his heart is upright, and his heart will not be
upright unless his tongue is upright
A smile in the face of your brother isn’t a charity if your’e going to stab him in the back
A strong person is not one who overcomes people, but one who overcomes his own self
A truly wise person is wise towards himself before he is wise for others
A wise person knows that there is something to be learned from everyone
Alarm clocks are only a means, what really wakes you up for Fajr is your Imaan
Allaah has created you smart enough to see Him without seeing Him.
Allaah loves to hear our voice day and night calling on to Him for help, He is a fair
God, He will reward those who call on Him
Allah already has the perfect solutions to problems you don’t even have yet
Allah commands justice. It’s not an option. It’s an obligation…
Allah forgives us even when we don’t deserve, and loves us even though we mess up
Allah has blessed you with life, gifts, talents, family, friends, and many things others do not
have. So be thankful.
ALLAH has given us the world, not to worship its things, but to worship him in thanks
and praise
Allah has given you a beautiful life. If you compare your life to those who are truly
suffering, then you are greatly blessed
Allah has so many creations and yet He never forgets me. However, I only have One
Creator and I’ve forgotten Him countless amount of times
Allah is never too busy to listen, so don’t be too busy to talk to Him
Allāh never overburdens a soul, He will give you a battle to fight, only when He knows that
you’re capable of surviving it
Allah never puts you to a test more that what you can bear. So if you are in a bad
situation, remember you can come out of it!
Allah provides for us even when we disobey Him, He still lets us breath & live our lives,
we should be so grateful
ALLAH puts a few wrong people in your life, so when the right one comes along you’d
be thankful.

Allah says Jannah is awesome, imagine how awesome that is when the All-Knowing is
calling it awesome
Allah’s love for us has no limits, and still we’re never grateful enough
Allah’s love for us has no limits, and still we’re never grateful enough
Allah’s mercy and forgiveness is always there for 24 hours a day!
Although there is much anger from some please refrain from swearing. Say that what is
good or remain silent
Always leave loved ones with loving words. It may be the last time you see them
Always look at yourself first, stop blaming others, it is far easier to correct your thinking
than that of another
Always speak the truth. Shun words that are deceitful and showy
Always use kind words. A harsh word can discourage those who have been trying hard
to improve and make them become despondent
An eye for an eye makes the whole world blind. --- Gandhi
And always remember: Those bad days are simply part of a much happier life.
And when I am ill, it is He who cures me
And whoever does evil or acts unjustly to his soul, then asks forgiveness of Allah, he shall find
Allah Forgiving, Merciful
Anger begins with madness and ends with regret. (Ali RA)
Anger.. When you are in a state of anger you’re just one letter shy of being in danger
Anytime you are doing something Allah has ordered, you are fulfilling your purpose in life
Argument in a marriage is a sign of love but argument with your parents is a sign of
disrespect
As long as you have Allah, you have hope
As the night falls, reflect on the good and bad things you’ve done, and make a promise
to do better tomorrow
Avoid slander…. if you do not want to see all your good deeds flying towards the
wronged party on the Day of Judgement
Bad day? Yes perhaps. But not a bad life
Bad habits do not leave us unless we make an effort to leave them
Bad news: You can’t please everyone in this world. Good news: You don’t have to
please everyone in this world.
Be a good example for the children
Be a light and spread your love to every person you meet
Be at peace, knowing Allah is in control
Be comfortable with who Allah made you. You are wonderfully made
Be Kind , Without Expecting Anything In Return and do good which is between You and Allah
Be moderate in the pace with which you walk
Be patient with your spouse…even if it means you will have to be a stronger person
Be stronger than those who have harmed you by forgiving and being patient
Be wealthy in deeds, not money. For when you die, the money won’t help, the deeds
will
Be wiser in deed than you are in words so whatever word comes out of your mouth will
be more respected
Before you pray, spend a moment to fully understand what it is you are about to do,
and who you are praying to
Being honest may not get you a lot of friends but it’ll always get you the right ones!
Being hurt is something you can’t stop from happening, but being miserable is always
your choice

Being strong doesn’t mean you’ll never get hurt. It means even when you get hurt,
you’ll never let it defeat you
Bismillah, Alhamdulillah, Subhanallah, Astaghfirullah. Simple words, great meanings.
Books open your mind, broaden you mind, and strengthen you as nothing else can
Build bridges, not fences. Be the reason for someone’s smile, not the reason behind their
tears
Burn all bridges that lead to the hellfire and cross all bridges that will lead to Paradise
Calamities , trials are not a test for how strong you are ; it’s about how strong is your
faith
Calm seas don’t make skilled sailors, so if a storm hits your path, it’s Allah’s way of
training your naffs to bear patience…
Children are a gift entrusted to us by the Almighty. The way we communicate with them can
shape the way they face the future
Choose best words and speak and say them in the best possible way
Choose to live a life that matters.
Clothing yourself with the best character is more appealing than clothing yourself with
expensive labels
Committing a sin is bad, but trying to justify your sin is much worse
Count your smiles instead of your sadness.Count your blessings instead of your
troubles.Count on Allah instead of others
Criticism, like rain, should be gentle enough to nourish a man’s growth without
destroying his roots
dear sister “Don’t marry a rich man. Marry a good man. He will spend his life trying to
keep you happy. No rich man can buy that.
Death is a reminder that we will also return to our maker. Death should remind us to
stay humble and live in humility
Dedicate yourself to Allah and let Allah inspire you, support you and guide you in every
other dedication you make thereafter.
Dhikr is a tree with fruits of awareness, the more frequent Dhikr is made, the stronger the
roots of a tree & the more fruits on it
Do not be a bragging boaster
Do not be disrespectful or arrogant with people
Do not be good Muslims in the mosque and lost Muslims on the street. Let us be good
Muslims in the mosque and active Muslims on the street
Do not be showing off or be vulgar whether in secret or public
Do not belittle the strength of an oppressed person. Perhaps a single supplication will
make you the weakest of people
Do not complain that you don’t have peace , your complaining is the reason why you
don’t have peace
Do not defame others
Do not educate your child to be rich. Educate him to be happy. So when he grows up,
he’ll know the value of things, not the price
Do not end your day with bad feeling, rancor or hatred for anyone still in your heart,
pray for those who have wronged you
Do not insult others by nicknames
Do not keep company with anyone whose state does not raise you and whose speech does not
lead you to Allah
Do not let pride stop you from going back to repair a mistake, for it takes a man to own
up & make right his wrongdoings

Do not let the satan deceive you, for he is an enemy to you who wishes you evil & tells
you to commit immoral actions
Do not let your head touch the pillow tonight until your forehead has touched the
ground for prayer
Do not make mockery of others or ridicule others
Do not mix up truth with falsehood
Do not participate in anything worthless. If you pass near a useless event, then pass by
with dignity
Do not shout. Speak politely keeping your voice low
Do not spy not upon one another
Do not talk, listen or do anything useless
Do not use the sharpness of your speech on the mother who taught you how to speak
Do not walk haughtily or with pride
Do you know what is better than charity and fasting and prayer? It is keeping peace and
good relations between people, as quarrels and bad feelings destroy mankind.
Do your best, Allah will help you with the rest
Don’t be deceived by false success. Success in the Dunya that ruins one’s afterlife is false
success
Don’t be fooled. Most of those who promise to change after marriage do not change.
The serious few change before marriage
Don’t count how many times people have hurt and left you. Count how many times
you have disobeyed Allah, yet … He still never leaves you
Don’t ever let any mistake or sinful habit convince you that your prayers aren’t worth it
Don’t ever think that I’m here to judge anyone, please. When it comes to sinners, I’m
probably the worst. I’m simply here to remind me and you
Don’t ever upset your mother, but if you do. Never go to sleep until you apologized to
her and ask her to forgive you
Don’t expect to see positive changes in your life if you surround yourself with negative
people
Don’t expect your children to learn their manners from school. The best education begins at
home first!
Don’t fear death, fear the state in which you will die.
Don’t go the rest of your life allowing the same people and the same circumstances
frustrate you. Change your approach
Don’t indulge in Sin, thinking you’ll be able to repent later, you may not be given that
chance!
Don’t judge each day by the harvest you reap but by the seeds that you plant
Don’t judge somebody just because they sin differently than you…
Don’t let your disappointments become roadblocks on the path towards your goals,
instead use them as stepping stones towards your dreams
Don’t let your sins silence your heart from calling out to its Lord
Don’t promise when you’re happy, Don’t reply when you’re angry, and Don’t decide
when you’re sad
Don’t think being ‘religious’ means becoming harsh or hard. When Allah enters a heart, He
softens it—He doesn’t harden it
Don’t wait for people to be kind, show them how
Don’t waste words on people who deserve your silence. Sometimes the most powerful
thing you can say is nothing at all

Don’t worry about anything; instead, pray about everything. Tell ALLAH what you
need, & thank ALLAH for all He has done
Don’t worry about the things which are beyond your control, just deal with that which
is at hand’s reach
Drown your sorrows, in the ocean of Allah’s eternal mercy.
Each day you have is a blessing from Allah. Instead of focusing on all the bad, be
thankful for all the good.
Each person has a good side. Take the good of others, not the bad
Entry into paradise is by the mercy of Allah, but the assignment of ranking & station in
paradise, is in accordance to the deeds performed
Even if the world has become a Jungle don’t be an animal …
Even if you feel your children are not always listening to you, they are always watching
you. Be a good role model
Even in hard times the longest day is only 24hours. Everything passes, nothing stays.
Have faith & keep walking, knowing Allah is with you
Even in our suffering Allah is worthy to be praised
Even in our suffering Allah is worthy to be praised
Even the worst people can change, so always be the better of the two in any dispute,
and you won’t be the one who has to apologize
Even when nobody in the Dunya is there for you , Allah will always be there to guide
you…..Alhamdullilah !
Ever appreciated how lucky we are? Warm bed. Hot food. Loving family. A roof over
our head. And yet we always want more. Say Alhamdulillah
Every test is a blessing and every blessing is a test.
Everyone has a good side that we can benefit from but miserable people only search for
a bad side in others
Everyone talks about leaving a better planet for our kids. Let’s try to leave better kids for
our planet..
Everyone wants what they can’t have. But if you begin to love what you have, you won’t need
anything else
Excel in what you can do now, you will be forgiven for what has passed,The lesson is
not in the rough beginning but the good end
Excellence and competitiveness aren’t incompatible with honesty and integrity. --- Jack
Welch, Former CEO, GE
Expecting Paradise, whilst neglecting Prayer, is like waiting for a train to arrive at the
airport.
f you want guaranteed failure, try to please everybody.
Fajr salaah is your first round against shaytan either you knock him or he puts you to
sleep
Fajr salaah is your first round against shaytan. Either you knock him or he puts you to
sleep
Feelings can not be expressed 100% but you don’t have to express your feelings to
Allah, because Allah knows how you feel 100%
Follow up a bad deed with a good deed, to waive it out.
For comfortable journey of Life, Just reduce the luggage of desires
Forget what hurt you in the past but never forget what it taught you. Everybody
deserves second chances, but not for the same mistakes
Forgive me if I wronged you.Forgive those who have wronged you.For Allah forgives
the forgiving heart

Forgiveness is not something we do for other people. We do it for ourselves to get well
and move on
Forgiveness is not something we do for other people. We do it for ourselves to get well
and move on
Four Friendship Tips: 1. Stay away from negative friends. 2. Leave petty arguments. 3.
Forgive and move forward. 4. Always be loyal.
Give people hope & not hell. If they have sinned encourage them to repent, instead of
telling them their destination is going to be hell
Give respect, love and honour to your parents today and tomorrow you will get it all
from your children
Give. Even when you know you can get nothing back
Give. Even when you know you can get nothing back
Glad tidings to the one who has been given long life and does good therein
God is kind and likes kindness in all things
Good actions are a guard against the blows of adversity
Gossip is the Shaytan’s radio, so don’t be his DJ.
Gratitude is thanking the One who grants blessing for His generosity
Happiness comes from giving not getting, Share your happiness with others, specially
your parents, Spouse & children..They deserve it
Happiness comes with the remembrance of Allah. Not doing it will make us depressed,
and unhappy
Happiness is not something you have in your hands, it is something you carry in your
heart
Haters will hate, don’t waste time entertaining them
He who has no manners has no knowledge; he who has no patience has no Deen, and
he who has no piety has no nearness to Allaah for him.”
He who makes peace between people by inventing good information or saying good
things, is not a liar
He will not enter Paradise whose neighbour is not secure from his wrongful conduct
Holding a grudge is letting someone live rent-free in your head
How can you expect Allah SWT to forgive you when you haven’t forgiven people who
have wronged you? Forgive others for the sake of Allah
Humans are prone to mistakes and the best amongst us is the one who realizes the
mistake and seeks forgiveness from Allah
I accustomed myself whenever I lose something valuable, to think about its negatives,
and then realise that Allah chose what is best for me.
I was clever before , I wanted to change the world ,but now I am wise I change myself
Ideas won’t work unless YOU do
If a beautiful woman is a jewel, then a rightous woman is a treasure
If a computer doesn’t obey our commands, the software is corrupt. If humans don’t
obey Allah’s commands, the souls are corrupt
If Allah loves you more than a mother , you shouldn’t be ashamed of crying to Him like
a baby…!
If Allah wanted things to be different, Allah would made you differently, so stop
complaining, and start trusting Allah’s plan
If an egg is broken by outside force, LIFE ends. If broken by inside force, LIFE begins.
Great things always begin from inside
If babies pass away before they’re born then what makes you think you’re too young to
die?

If fajr is missed, there is a feeling of incompleteness the whole day. The best feeling is
when all prayers are offered on time
If our hearts were clean, we would never get tired reciting the Quran
If reaching out to the distressed is so rewarding, imagine the sin of causing the distress.
Help others, don’t harm them
If saving an animal is so rewarding, imagine saving a human being…
If someone keeps reminding you of Allah, then know that their love for you is true
If something is meant to go elsewhere, it will never come your way, but if it is yours by
destiny, from you it cannot flee
If the pains of this world tire you, do not grieve. For maybe Allah wishes to hear your voice by
the way of du’a
If they respect you, respect them. If they disrespect you, still respect them. Do not allow
actions of others to decrease your good manners
If we all want everything to happen our way without compromise, most of our
relationships would be broken. Consider others ideas too.
If We dont pray our salaah then how can we complain when Allah doesnt accept our duas?
If we really want to lose weight, then we need to learn to let go of these heavy grudges
that constantly weigh us down
If we were truly the people of "Alhumdullillah" we wouldn’t find the time, energy, or
motivation to complain
If you are happily married, make sure your spouse is also
If you are pleased with Allah when He gives you little, Allah will be satisfied with what
little you give
If you desire Allah to be persistent in granting you the thing you love, be persistent in doing the
things He loves
If you do the same thing over & over again, you can't expect a different result
If you don’t occupy your tongue with goodness, it will keep you occupied with evil
If you don’t stand up for something, you’ll fall for anything. --- Malcolm X
If you ever feel like you’re getting distant from Allah, remember that He hasn’t moved one inch
away from you
If you feel constricted by Islam, either your heart has been corrupted, or your
understanding of Islam has been corrupted
If you feel constricted by Islam, either your heart has been corrupted, or your
understanding of Islam has been corrupted
If you feel you are lacking in your religious duties, it’s not too late to turn that around,
regardless of your age or what you have done
If you have learned to give, you have learned a lot.
If you hear horrible things about someone, don’t instantly believe it. You’ve only heard
one side of the story
If you keep reminding your heart about Allah, there will come a time when your heart
will remind you of Allah
If you lose your money, you lost something that comes & goes. If you lose a friend, you
lost a lot. If you lose your faith, you lost everything and all
IF you only PRAY when you’re in TROUBLE…. …You’re in really in TROUBLE !
If you prayed as much as you worry, you’d have nothing to worry about. Pay more
attention to your Creator than your critics
If you pursue evil with pleasure, the pleasure passes away and the evil remains
If you see someone who is feeling down, smile at them, as you never know it could
bring them back up and make their day

If you seek Allah’s forgiveness more than you complain, you will find comfort that
would relieve you from all your complaints
If You Tell The Truth, It Becomes A Part Of Your Past. If You Lie, It Becomes A Part Of
Your Future.
If you want guaranteed success, make every effort to please Allah
If you want to give the Shaytan a nervous breakdown, get up every day and pray Fajr!
If you want to rise up to Heaven, bow down for prayer
If you want your children to be well brought up, begin by treating their mother well
If you want your dreams to come true, don’t oversleep
If you wish to commit a sin, then find a place where Allah cannot see you
If you’re complaining about wasting time, your wasting time complaining. Get up and
go
If you’re doing a good deed do it for the sake of Allah, dont enforce it on others or
emotionally blackmail them. Purify your intentions
Ignorance leads to fear, fear leads to hate, and hate leads to violence. This is the
equation.
Imaan changes everything. It changes your outlook and it changes your life
IMMATURE people always want to win arguments even @ the cost of a relationship.
MATURE ones prefer losing an argument just to uphold a golden relationship
Immaturity has no age limit just as wisdom is not limited to the old
In Marriage, there can’t be “his problems” and “her problems.” EVERY issue is one that
need to be addressed together
In order to accomplish big things you have to know how to take care of the little things
In this life, no state is eternal. If it's painful, be patient, it will change. If it's pleasurable,
don't get attached, it will change
Indeed, an ignorant man who is generous is dearer to God than a worshipper who is
miserly
Instead of desiring what you do not have , embrace what you do have
Instead of fighting against people’s criticism, fight against the shortcomings you have that
brought on the criticism
Insults and sarcasm don’t equate to compliments and kindness
Intend good, for you will always be in a good state as long as you intend good. ~ Imam
Ahmad ibn Hanbal
Invest in yourself by spending for your hereafter
Islam is not about ‘being yourself’; it is about improving yourself
Islam is not only to preach, but to live. Many of us practice the preaching part. But
unfortunately ignoring the living part.
Islam is too great and too special to force it on people to accept, hence, “There’s no
compulsion in religion
IT IS AMAZING: “People Fight For Religion, People Die For Religion, But People Do
Not Follow Religion
It is better for a leader to make a mistake in forgiving than to make a mistake in
punishing.
It is better for any of you to carry a load of firewood on his own back than to beg from
someone else
It is better to implement the Deen in small doses regularly, than to take a huge gulp
sporadically
It is enough of an honor for you that you are His slave, And it is enough of a boast for
you that He is your Lord…

It’s better to be told the truth and hurt for a moment than to be told what you want to
hear and hurt for a lifetime
It’s difficult control how your heart feels, but it’s easy to supplicate to the Controller of
your heart to ease what you feel
It’s easy to sit back and criticise others but it’s not easy to do the hard work or lead by
example
It’s funny how the best of us, are too hard on ourselves most of the time, while the
worst of us, are too hard on others…
It’s very unfortunate that people think success is “Money”. Success is peace at mind &
peace at heart, which is achieved only through Islam
Jannah dosn’t come free, we have to work hard for it.
Jannah is too valuable to me to practice anything other than what the Prophet
Muhammad  ﷺhas taught me
Jealousy of others leads to bitterness. Stop focusing on how great their life is, and start
focusing on how you can make your life better
Jealousy of others leads to bitterness. Stop focusing on how great their life is, and start
focusing on how you can make your life better
Jumping to conclusions can be bad exercise
Just as it is not allowed to backbite anyone so too it is not allowed to listen to one who
backbites
Just as rain gives life to the dead earth, the Qur’an and Sunnah give life to the dead
hearts
Just because sins are free doesn’t mean it won’t cost you !!
Keeping ourselves and our surroundings neat, clean and tidy is a part of our faith
Kindness is a mark of faith, and whoever is not kind has no faith.
Kindness is the pearl of a heart, without it the heart is just an empty shell
Kindness to parents is decreed upon us. Never utter a disrespectful word to them even in
disagreement
Know that every breath is a miracle, & every moment a blessing, So thank Allah that He
returned your soul this morning!
Lack of will causes more failures than lack of skill
Lets appreciate the time we have on this Earth, and make use of every moment, because
someday, suddenly, there’ll be no more opportunities
Life has its UPS and DOWNS. The trick is to enjoy the UPS and have courage during the
DOWNS..!
Life is a bridge. Crossover it, but build no house on it
Life is a journey from Allah to Allah…
Life is like a jigsaw. Instead of concentrating on the elements that are done, we need to
concentrate on the elements that are missing
Life is like photography, we use the negatives to develop
Life is not guaranteed at all but death is absolutely guaranteed upon all, yet we still
prepare for life more than death
Life is too short to start your day with broken pieces of yesterday, it’ll destroy your
wonderful today and ruin your tomorrow
Losing a friend is replaceable, but losing a family is not replaceable, cherish your family
whilst they still in your midst
Love your Mother, The Most Beautiful Person on This Earth. Our Best critic, Yet our
Strongest Supporter
Loving your spouse for the sake of Allah entails that you love them even during those
times when they’re not lovable

Make Dua’s for your brothers & sisters in Islam and even if they don’t know, in return
the Angels will make Dua’s for you
Make things easy for the people and do not make them difficult. And show mercy to the
people, and do not be harsh with them
Make your character good for the people
Manners to a person is like oil to an engine, it makes everything run smoother
Many people turn to Allah when life has them down but forget to keep in touch with
Him when He turns it all around
Many people turn to Allah when life has them down but forget to keep in touch with
Him when He turns it all around
Marriage is about tolerance and perseverance, one day you’ll smile and another day
you’ll cry but still you’ll persevere and stay in!
Meet people in such a manner that if you die, they should weep for you. And if you
live, they should long for you
Moan of sinners is dearer to God from the worshiping of the hypocrites …
Most people don’t know how much they need Allah until they have no one to ask for
help except Allah
Most people don’t know how much they need Allah until they have no one to ask for
help except Allah
Much silence and a good disposition, there are no two things better than these.
Need motivation to pray….just count your blessings
Never ask for trials and tribulations but if you find everything is going your way it’s time
to pause and reflect
Never explain yourself to anyone, because the one who likes you would not need it and
the one who dislikes you wouldn’t believe it. — Imam Ali (RA)
Never let your nose rise above your head
Never wish to be in anyone else’s shoes, because you can’t see the stones inside of them
Next time you feel like missing a prayer, remember that you may not live long enough
to pray later…
No matter how big your house is, how flashy your car is, how expensive your clothes
are, Our graves are going to be the same size
No matter how dark the night, there is always a gleam of hope for the sun to rise once
again
No matter who we are, we must accept correction & change for the better
No one is perfect. We all make mistakes. What’s important is what we decide to do
after
No person can replace a mother. Love her,respect her, listen to her and most
importantly pray for her
None of you truly believes until he wishes for his brother what he wishes for himself
Not everyone responds well to criticism. So if you want to help them, just show more
helping hands and less pointed fingers
Not everyone responds well to criticism. So if you want to help them, just show more
helping hands and less pointed fingers
O Allah, distance us from our mistakes as You have distanced the East from the West.
Ameen
Of all the things you wear, your expression is the most important
Of the best forms of devotion to Allah is to not make a show of your devotion to Allah
Often the missing piece of the puzzle, is the part we can’t accept… #sabr

One day you will have no one to turn to except for Allâh, and that day you will realize
if you have Allâh that’s all you need
One of the most beneficial of remedies is persisting in du’aa
One of the signs of relying on one’s own deeds is the loss of hope when a downfall
occurs.
One thing you can give and still keep …is your word
One thing you can’t recycle is wasted time
One who lacks the courage to start has already finished
Only that which is done for Allah SWT lasts forever
Only that which is done for Allah SWT lasts forever
Only those who are patient shall receive their reward in full, without reckoning.”
(39:10)
Our forefathers used to fight in marriage and have so much of ups and downs but they
would stick to each other like a glue, can’t we do that
Our obedience to Allah shows our love to Allah. Those who love Him obey Him
Our words and comments point towards who we are, how we think and what we stand
for, so choose them wisely
Peace cannot be kept by force. It can only be achieved by understanding. --- Einstein
People buy things they can’t afford on credit without realising that it can cause them the
biggest distress. Rather adjust your lifestyle.
People come and go. But that’s okay. Let their coming build your gratitude, and their going
build your strength
Perhaps the biggest effect of sin, is the part of you that begins to care less
Perhaps the Dua & prayer that you thought was unanswered, has prevented unforeseen
harm that you thankfully never experienced
Plan for your life as if you would live forever and plan for your akhira as if you would
die tomorrow
Plan for your life as if you would live forever and plan for your akhira as if you would
die tomorrow!
Practice Islam in a way which benefits not only you but others around you & do not
practice to such an extent that it annoys others around
Pray to Allah and be confident of a response
Prayer is an amazing form of exchange. We pray and hand over our worries & troubles
to Allah, and He sends blessings and mercy in exchange.
Prayer is better than sleep. But we have to be awake in order to realize this
Praying 5 times a day doesn’t make you a “religious” person. Praying 5 times a day
makes you a Muslim
Prepare for the long nights in the grave and prepare for the meeting with Allah…
Put Allah first as your priority in life
Quran is the medicine that couldn’t overdose anyone
Real earnings don’t go into our bank accounts, real earnings go into our book of deeds
Remember ,The world will knock you down 100 times, but ALLAH will pick you up a
Million times
Remember that all makeups in the world wouldn’t be able to brighten a face darkened
by sins!
Remember the good done to you, forget the good done by you. Remember the bad
done by you, forget the bad done to you
Remember this world was made for YOU. YOU were made for the HEREAFTER
Remember! This moment you have a choice but when death starts chasing you, there
will be no chance.

Remember: if you dislike someone, then why give them the benefit of your good deeds
by backbiting them?
Reputation is what other people know about you. Honor is what you know about
yourself
Respect and honour human beings irrespective of their religion, colour, race, sex,
language, status, wealth, profession or job
Respect your elders, for although you may stand tall like the waves of the sea, they are
the strength of the tide that pushes you along
Sabr won’t always heal the wounds, but it’ll help numb the pain…
Sad how you are a good person until you correct someone. Then you are officially a bad person
in their eyes
Salah is a protection from sins. By abandoning the salah, you have put down the special
armour given to you by Allah
Salah is your direct connection with the King Of Kings, enjoy it
Satan is a burglar. He never robs an empty house. If he bothers you, it means you have
treasures worth stealing. Protect it
Say with your mouth what is in your heart
Saying “I’m sorry” will only solve part of the problem but working hard to prove it will
solve the rest of it
Saying “I’m sorry” will only solve part of the problem but working hard to prove it will
solve the rest of it
Saying that you cant pray because you’ve committed too many sins. Is like saying you
cant take a shower because you’re to dirty
Service to others is the rent you pay here for your room on earth
Serving one’s parents in old age is as good as opening the doors of Paradise for oneself,
so don’t miss out
Shaitan is not strong, our emaan is weak
Silence & smile are two powerful tools, SMILE is the way to solve many problems &
SILENCE is the way to avoid many problems
Slander, accusation and rumour spreading are some of the most serious sins than have
never gone unpunished
Some men think because they don’t have EVERYTHING that they have
NOTHING….Being Ungrateful is a Disease
Some people look to the Qur’an as a Book to restrict them, & others look to it as a
mercy to them from The Most Merciful
Sometimes prayer does not change your situation ,but it does gives you the strength to
deal with the situation..be steadfast and pray
Sometimes we struggle and become upset, not because we don’t have what we need,
but because we don’t have what others have
Sometimes you wish you never met certain people, then you grow and realize that they
were a gift in disguise and contributed to making you the person you are
Sorrow looks back, worry looks around, and faith looks up. Never give up. Have faith
in ALLAH
Sources of all evil things are three: jealousy, hypocrisy and self love. Try to clear your heart of
these!
Speak in a civilized manner in a language that is recognized by the society and is
commonly used
Speak when you are angry, and you will make the best speech you’ll ever regret
Spending more time in Ibadah and doing good deeds means you’re more likely to die in
that state

Spending your time and effort in doing things that benefit you in your lifetime is wise,
but be wise beyond your years of life by spending it for something that outlasts it
Stay keen on your deen. Keep it routine. Believe in the unseen. Stay away from the
obscene & unclean. Your heart will be serene..InshAllah
Strength without control is foolishness
Suspecting others for no proper reason is a disease. Neither be suspicious nor give reason
to others to suspect you
Swallowing angry words is much better than having to eat them
Swearing others or using cheap terms to refer to them decreases our value, not theirs
Tailor your life to fit seamlessly around your salah. and inshaAllah it will unravel many
blessings
Talk straight, to the point, without any ambiguity or deception
Taqwa is being able to see that there is light [goodness], despite all the darkness [evil]…
The answer to all your personal problems is in knowing we ALL have problems
The beauty of life does not solely depend on how happy you are, but also on how
others are happy because of you
The best amongst you are those who have the best manners and character.' (Bukhari)
The best gifts come from the heart, not from the wallet
The best of all dealings is the one which is moderate
The best of the houses is the house where an orphan gets love and kindness.
The best place to succeed is where you are with what you’ve got. --- Charles Schwab
The best richness is the richness of the soul.
The best teachers are not necessarily the ones who are most eloquent, they are the ones
who can make that which is difficult easy to understand
The best that you can seek from Him is that which He seeks from you.
The bigger desire you have for a sin, the bigger is your Imaan will become if you leave it
The Dunya is like salt-water; whenever you increase in drinking it, you will also increase
in thirst!
The happiness of your life depends on the quality of your thoughts
The heaviest thing to carry is a grudge
The man who views the world at 50 the same as he did at 20 has wasted 30 years of his
life. ---Muhammed Ali
The moment you are about to give up is the moment Allah sends help. His help is
always near, trust his timing and be patient. He is the Most Merciful
The moment you realise that everything happens by the will of Allah, all your worries
will begin to fade away
The more Allaah loves somebody, the more he tests them
The most valuable things in life) are a tongue which mentions God, a grateful heart and
a believing wife who helps a man with his faith
The one who is not thankful for a small blessing cannot be thankful even for a mountain
of gold.” Alhamdulillah for Everything Allah !!
The only difference between a good day and a bad day is whether you’ve done that
which is pleasing to Allah or not
The only lasting beauty is the beauty of the heart
The only way to stop any pain in your life is to accept the fact that; nothing is yours
…..nothing was yours….. Nothing will ever be yours….
The pain in my heart was created to make me crave less for this life, and to yearn more
for jannah

The pain in my heart was created to make me crave less for this life, and to yearn more
for jannah
The people of paradise are those who work tirelessly for paradise and in it shall rest
thereafter. The lazy rest before they are tired so they will find no rest in the hereafter
The person who makes fun of others is often worse than them. To make fun of people
only springs from a heart that is full of bad characters
The person who refuses to be the servant of his Creator will be the slave of thousands
The person you’re MAD at might have moved on, and they’re not even thinking about
you. So, your anger isn’t hurting them it’s hurting YOU!
The prayer is heavy, because one’s legs and hands are not what get up for the prayer. What
gets up for the prayer are the heart and the soul
The problem is, we always think we still have time.
The Qur’an is amazing you can read it a billion times and still find gems that you did not
notice before
The Qur’an is amazing you can read it a billion times and still find gems that you did not
notice before
The Quran gives you unlimited lessons.. in limited words
The smallest good deed is better than the grandest intention
The Stronger the Faith, the Harder the Test, and the Greater the Reward
The strongest of people are those who maintain goodness even when the whole world
seems to be going against them
The sweetest time of the day is when you pray. Because you’re talking to the One who
loves you the most, Allah Azza Wajal.
The things you do for yourself are gone when you are gone, but the things you do for
others remain as your legacy
The unfortunate thing about this world is that good habits are so much easier to give up
than bad ones
The value of life does not depend on the length of time spent on earth, rather on the
amount of love shared to the people we care about
The work that ALLAH does in us when we wait is usually more important than the thing
for which we wait
There is a blessing within everything Allah SWT gives us so accept happily whatever he
gives with a smile
There is a morsel of flesh in the body, which, if it be diseased, all of it is diseased. Truly it
is the heart. ��(Bukhari)
There is no better way to thank Allah for your sight, than by giving a helping hand to
someone without it
There is no such amulet or necklace or pendant that protects one from evil eye. Put your
trust in Allah and seek His protection.
There is no such thing as luck, everything happens by the will of Allah
There is nothing on earth that badly needs to be imprisoned more than the tongue.”
There is reward for kindness to every living thing
There’s a difference between an unbeliever, and a disbeliever. An unbeliever may simply
not know, whereas, a disbeliever knows and rejects
Think as little as possible about yourself and as much as possible about other people. --Eleanor Roosvelt
This is from the mercy of Allāh that the door of repentance remains open for a slave
until the soul reaches the throat at the time of death.
This world is like an airport, each moment some are arriving & some departing. Make
sure You depart well

Those Muslims who claim piety, talk as if they’re sinless, are the ones who should really
worry about their faith
Those who occupy themselves with that which does not concern them usually fall short
in matters affecting their own lives
Those who occupy themselves with that which does not concern them usually fall short
in matters affecting their own lives
Those who refuse to forgive, refuse to allow their wounds to heal
To be upset over what you don’t have is to waste what you do have
To overcome evil with good is good, to resist evil by evil is evil.
Too often we forget that marriage is a union between two personalities, not a correctional
institution
Try not to become a man of success but rather to become a man of value. ---Einstein
Understand that nothing really belongs to you. When you truly understand this, nothing
will hurt you, when it leaves you
Verily, the patience is at the first stroke of a calamity
Verily, you guide not whom you like, but Allah guides whom He wills. And He knows
best those who are the guided
Voluntary charity extinguishes the anger of the Lord and prevents an unpleasant death
Walk with humility and sedateness
Wash your heart every morning with Salah, then warm it up with Dhikr. Every day do
your best, Allah will do the rest. Endure life with Sabr
We are continuously tested - either through blessings, to see how thankful we are or
through trials, to see how patient we are
We are what we repeatedly do. Excellence, then, is not an act, but a habit.
We either make ourselves miserable or we make ourselves strong. The amount of work
is the same.“
We know what we want, but ALLAH knows what we really need. So never get
disappointed. Trust in ALLAH
We learn more about ourselves and others in times of hardship than we do in times of
ease
We lie the loudest when we lie to ourselves
We live life like we will remain in Dunya forever. Forgetting that we were not even promised
another second let alone a day
We often learn more in defeat than in victory, and we grow more in times of hardship
than in ease
We wake up from sleep by the will of Allah, He alone, restores our souls to us & it is He
to Whom all thanks are due.Alhamdulillah
We want our children to obey us yet we don’t find it important to obey our Creator
and theirs
We want our children to obey us yet we don’t find it important to obey our Creator and theirs.
We will all return to Allah when we die, but let’s all strive to return to Allah while still
alive
Wealth is not due to plenty of money, but wealth is the wealth of the self.
Whatever advice you give, make it sincere. For what is advice if it isn’t sincere
Whatever good things you do, some people will always have something negative to
say… Be yourself no matter what they say
Whatever is done for the sake of Allaah never goes to waste. Let that be your motto in
life

When Allah loves you, He makes you endure trials. So face those trials with a smile,
because deep down you know He loves you
When fools argue, joining in may be foolish too
When life turns into a complication, sort it out with supplication, Prayer is the best
weapon, raise your hands and make Dua
When people are sitting and relaxing, they say, "we are killing time", you are not killing
time my dear friend, time is killing you
When people backbite about you, just sit there like a boss & remember you’re getting
their free good deeds while they get your costly sins
When something weighs on your conscience, give it up
When the heart becomes heavy, relieve it by speaking to ALLAH, He will lighten the
burden
When you are a true believer, nothing is negative. Because even the calamities bring you
closer to Allah
When you are giving charity be thankful to them, may be you are fixing their dunya but
they are fixing your Akhirah
When you are in a difficult situation, it’s not because Allah enjoys seeing you suffer,
there is a lesson to be learned from every trial
When you are jealous or envious of what you don’t have, you have squandered time
that you could be enjoying what you do have
When you are straight, don’t expect those who, are not to be impressed
When you can not find the words, let silence speak
When you feel like quitting think about why you started
When you find it tough to move on, burn your disappointments and use them as fuel
for the rest of your journey through life
When you focus on problems, you have more problems. When you focus on Allah
you’ll have more opportunities
When you focus on problems, you have more problems. When you focus on Allah
you’ll have more opportunities
When you give someone charity be thankful to them. You may be fixing their dunya,
but they are fixing your akhirah
When you got no idea what to do or say, the absolute best thing you can do is pray
When you have Allāh you have everything you need.. When you don’t have Allāh you
always feel like you need somebody.. You won’t feel content
When you have happy moments, praise Allah! When you have difficult moments, seek
Allah!
When you have happy moments, praise Allah! When you have difficult moments, seek
Allah!
When you see a person who has been given more than you in money and beauty, look
to those, who have been given less.
When you voice an opinion, be just, even if it is against a relative
When you’re feeling down remember Allah’s love for you! He will always be there
when you feel the most alone
When you’re happy it’s not everyone who is happy for you, so always remember to
hide your happiness from your enemies
Whilst smiling is considered an act of reward, putting a smile on the face of others is
considered an even bigger act of reward
Whoever remembered Allaah whilst being alive and in good health will remember Him
at the time of death.”

Whoever spread gossip for you spreads gossip against you. Whoever relates tales to you
will tell tales about you
With Allah you can overcome all things. Including your past
Working towards paradise automatically protects from hellfire
Worry fades away when we know for sure our future is in Allah’s hands
Worry increases pressure; prayer releases peace
Worship your Maker Alone and do not associate any partners with Him
You are not considered old as long as you are contributing, as soon as you stop,
everyone sees you as old
You can apologize over and over but if your actions don’t change, the words become
meaningless
You can only judge a person if you’re perfect, but we all know that no one is perfect so
why is there so many judgemental people
You can tell a lot about the character of a person by the way he treats his parents
You can’t be good enough for everybody. Just be good for Allah’s sake and that will
always be enough
You can’t see your reflection in boiling water; similarly truth can’t be seen in a state of
anger. So always analyze before you finalize
You cannot live this life on your own, but remember, Allah is willing to be on your side
You could never thank Allah enough. Because every time you thank Allah, it is Allah
who is allowing you to thank Him
You could practise Islam, no one is stopping you but yourself
You don’t get to choose how you are going to die, or when. But you can choose how
you are going to live, right now
You don’t need millions of things in order to be happy, just learn how to love what you
have in millions of ways
You don’t need money to help others you need a heart to help others
You don’t need to know what tomorrow holds. All you need to know is the One who
holds tomorrow
You don’t win someone over by swearing them but you can win them over by
educating them with kindness
You don’t win someone over by swearing them but you can win them over by
educating them with kindness
You dont take anything to the grave with you.. No money, clothes, cars, jewellery,
girlfriends or boyfriends.. only your good deeds and sins
You have sweet water to drink! Fresh air to breathe! Feet to walk with! You sleep safely
in your bed! Why be sad? Say: Alhamdulillah
You may be able to hide your true intentions from people, but the One who created
your heart knows what is in it
You may have wronged a million times, but what Allah needs from you is Tawbah, He
loves it. His doors of mercy is always open for you
You must know that a man’s belief is incomplete so long as he does not wish for his
brother what he wishes for himself
You must value those who advise you and call you towards goodness, they’re the ones
pushing you towards Jannah
You were gifted with Islam there is nothing more better than that. Love it and practise it
You will definitely succeed in your life, if you follow all the advices that u give to others
…
You will not attain righteousness till you spend in charity of the things you love

You will spend more time in the grave than in your houses. Work and ask Allah to make
your grave spacious and comforting
You wouldn’t throw away a diamond to pick up a rock, so in the same way, don’t
throw away the Akhirah by chasing the Dunya
You wouldn’t trade a benz for a bike. You wouldnt trade a huge airplane for a kite. So
why trade Jannah just for this temporary life?
You’re breathing air into your lungs because Allah is allowing you to. Not because there
is oxygen around you
Your children don’t need your presents they need your presence
Your day is already a failure…if u rely on horoscopes! This is nothing but shirk
(associating partners with Allah) Please don’t entertain it!
Your heart beats 72 times a minute. Every time it beats, it does so with the permission of
its Creator. don’t forget to thank him for that…
Your kids won’t remember the long lectures you give them. They’ll remember your
character and who you are
Your words carry amazing power. So when you speak make sure you uplift someone
and never put them down

PART B - LONG QUOTES
Every moment of your life you have some choices:
To be miserable or to be happy.
To obey your desires or obey your creator.
To be a victim or to be a hero.
To hold a grudge or forgive.
To feel defeated or to believe in yourself.
Choose carefully…YOU ARE THE ONE who is designing your life & your future
It is better to sit alone than in company with the bad;
and it is, better still to sit with the good than alone.
It is better to speak to a seeker of knowledge than to remain silent;
but silence is better than idle words.
There’s not a lot you can do to enhance the beauty of your physical features as you
become older day after day, but the beauty of your heart can be enhanced even as you
continue to age

Life is like a book of 3 pages
first page is BIRTH
last page is DEATH
Center page is Empty.
how you fill your page ??? is up to you
I have learned silence from the talkative,
toleration from the intolerant,
and kindness from the unkind;

yet, strange, I am ungrateful to those teachers
Forgive„, to be Forgiven.
● Give„, to be Given.
● Love„, to be Loved.”
Don’t look at responsibilities given to you in connection to the service of Islam and the
Muslims as a burden.
The tasks and responsibilities you have been given are blessings and opportunities.
Allah has chosen you over others to be at his service,
So sincerely seek his help, fulfill them to the best of your ability,
Be thankful, and do them with a smile for extra sadaqah reward

"Be for Almighty as He wants & He shall be for you, more than what you want." Ibnul
Qayyim
Whoever leaves something for the sake of Allah, Allah will replace it for him with
something better.

Islam aims to create a nice, smart, polite, modest, brave, friendly, helpful, creative,
generous, grateful, pleasant, confident, cheerful, intelligent, gracious, kind, honest,
trustworthy individuals to live in a peaceful, loving, caring, JUST Society, where all
people are brothers and sisters

8 SIGNS OF A HEALTHY HEART BY IBN QAYYIM
1. One considers himself as belonging to the next world and not this world. He is a
stranger in this world anxious to reach his abode in the Hereafter.
2. One continues to be upset with himself anytime he commits a sin until he finally and
completely repents to Allah.
3. One is more upset and unhappy if he misses his daily recitation of the Qur’an and
dhikr, than if he had lost his wealth.

4. One finds greater pleasure worshiping Allah than any pleasure in eating and drinking.
5. One’s worries and concerns about this world leave him whenever he begins his
formal prayers.
6. One’s only concern and worries are about Allah and doing deeds only for His sake.
7. One is more concerned and stingy about wasting time than a greedy person is with
respect to his wealth.
8. One is more concerned about the correctness of his deeds than with the performance
of the deeds themselves.

For everything that a slave loses there is a substitute,
but the one who loses Allah will never find anything to replace Him.”
— - Ibn al-Qayyim

Weak Imaan: Live, enjoy as if you’ll die tomorrow.
Strong Imaan: Worship Allaah as if you’ll die tomorrow.
Weak Imaan: Please yourself.
Strong Imaan: Please Allaah.
Weak Imaan: Follow what you believe and your desires.
Strong Imaan: Follow the Qur’aan and the Sunnah.
Weak Imaan: Leave it to luck.
Strong Imaan: Leave it to Allaah.
Weak Imaan: Enjoy yourself, you are still young.
Strong Imaan: Seek knowledge, you are still young.
Weak Imaan: Commit sin: don’t worry, no one will know.
Strong Imaan: Stay away from sin. Allaah is the all seeing, hearing, knowing.
Weak Imaan: I’ll start tomorrow, InshaAllaah.
Strong Imaan: Right now!
Weak Imaan: I am too young to die.
Strong Imaan: Death can take your soul any second

20 Easy to Say but Difficult to Do
1) Easy is to get a place is someone’s address book. Difficult is to get a place in
someone’s heart.
2) Easy is to judge the mistakes of others. Difficult is to recognize our own mistakes.
3) Easy is to talk without thinking. Difficult is to refrain the tongue
4) Easy is to hurt someone who loves us. Difficult is to heal the wound…
5) Easy is to forgive others. Difficult is to ask for forgiveness
6) Easy is to set rules. Difficult is to follow them…
7) Easy is to dream every night. Difficult is to fight for a dream…
Easy is to show victory. Difficult is to assume defeat with dignity…

9) Easy is to admire a full moon. Difficult to see the other side…
10) Easy is to stumble with a stone. Difficult is to get up…
11) Easy is to enjoy life every day. Difficult to give its real value…
12) Easy is to make a promise someone. Difficult is to fulfill that promise…
13) Easy is to say we love. Difficult is to show it every day…
14) Easy is to criticize others. Difficult is to improve oneself…
15) Easy is to make mistakes. Difficult is to learn from them…
16) Easy is to weep for a lost love. Difficult is to take care of it so not to lose it.
17) Easy is to think about improving. Difficult is to stop thinking it and put it into
action…
18) Easy is to think badly of others. Difficult is to give them the benefit of the doubt…
19) Easy is to receive. Difficult is to give.
20 Easy to read this!!! Difficult to follow !!!
10 SICKNESS OF THE HEART
===================
1. You believe in the existence of Allah but you do not fulfill His commands.
2. You say you love the Prophet Muhammad (sallAllâhu ‘alaihi wa salam) but you do
not follow his sunnahs.
3. You read the Qur’an but you do not put in into practice.
4. You enjoy all the benefit from Allah but you are not grateful to Him.
5. You acknowledge shaytan as your enemy but you do not go against him.
6. You want to enter Paradise but you do not work for it.
7. You do not want to be thrown into hellfire but you do not try to run away from it.
8. You believe that every living thing will face death but you do not prepare for it.
9. You gossip and find faults in other but you forget your own faults and bad habits.
10. You bury the dead but you do not take a lesson from it.
* So, Beware O Muslimeen, check and re-check your heart!

Anas (May Allah be pleased with him) said:
I heard the Messenger of Allah (pbuh) saying, “Allah, the Exalted, has said: ‘O son of
Adam! I shall go on forgiving you so long as you pray to Me and aspire for My
forgiveness whatever may be your sins.
O son of Adam! I do not care even if your sins should pile up to the sky and should you
beg pardon of Me, I would forgive you.
O son of Adam! If you come to Me with an earthful of sins and meet Me, not
associating anything with Me in worship, I will certainly grant you as much pardon as
will fill the earth.”’
[At-Tirmidhi].
It was narrated that Sahl bin Sa’d As-Sa’idi said:
“A man came to the Prophet (pbuh) and said: ‘O Messenger of Allah, show me a deed
which, if I do it, Allah will love me and people will love me. The Messenger of Allah
(Sallallahu alaihi wasallam) said: “Be indifferent towards this world, and Allah will love
you. Be indifferent to what is in people’s hands, and they will love you
ALLAH IS THE REASON WHY:
- In pain, I smile
- In confusion, I understand.
- In betrayal, I trust.
- In fear, I push forward
“What Will Matter"
Whether You are ready or not, some day it will all come to an end.
There will be no more sunrises, no minutes, hours or days. All the things you collected,
whether treasured or forgotten will pass to someone else.
Your wealth, fame and power will be irrelevant. It will not matter what you owned or
what you were owed.
Your grudges, resentments, frustrations and jealousies will finally disappear. So too, your
hopes, ambitions, plans and your do lists will expire.
The wins and losses that mattered so much for You will fade away.
It won’t matter where you came from or what side of the tracks you lived on.
It won’t matter whether you were beautiful or brilliant. Even your gender and skin color
will be irrelevant.
So what will matter? How will the value of your days in this World be measured?
What will matter is not what you bought but what you built, not what you got but
what you gave.
What will matter is not your success but your significance.
What will matter is not what you learned but what you taught.
What will matter is every act of integrity, compassion, courage, or sacrifice that
enriched, empowered or encouraged others to emulate your example.
What will matter is not your competence but your character.
What will matter is not how many people you knew, but how many will feel a lasting
loss when you’re gone.
What will matter is not your memories but the memories that live in those who loved
you.
What will matter is how long you will be remembered, by whom and for what.
Living a life that matters doesn’t happen by accident. It’s not a matter of circumstance
but of choice.

As long as you are performing prayer, you are knocking at the door of Allah,
And whoever is knocking at the door of Allah, Allah will open it for him
Life is not just a race towards death.
But a short journey to earn your place in Paradise.
In shaa Allah
Just because you can’t see the air, doesn’t mean you stop breathing.
And just because you can’t see Allah, doesn’t mean you stop believing
Let your tongue never cease to be moist with the remembrance of Allah. [Tirmidhi]
Hide your good deeds because Allah is the One you want to please.
Hide your bad deeds because Allah is the One you want forgiveness from

“Olives are pressed to get oil..
Fruits are squeezed for juice..
Flowers are crushed for perfume..
These are the methods used to get goodness out of things…
So, if you ever feel crushed, squeezed and pressed, it is Allah getting the best out of
you..!
So have strong faith in Allah for indeed He tests those whom He loves!”

“10 THINGS ERASE 10 THINGS
★ Repentance erases sins
★ Sadness erases life
★ Anger erases common sense
★ Sadqa erases hardship
★ Backbiting erases friendship
★ Salah erases Immodesty
★ Good deed erases bad deed
★ Lie erases income
★ Dishonesty erases justice
★ Ego erases good work
Learn from this IN SHA ALLAH! and spread it.”
You have the key to your car.
You have the key to your house.
Do you have the key to Jannah? That’s the question

Oh ALLAH Guide Us Unite Us
Reduce The Suffering & Hardship Of Every Muslim
Oh ALLAH Give Us Knowledge and Wisdom
Give Us Strength and Character
Oh ALLAH Forgive Our Sins,
And Save Us From Torture Of the Grave and Fire Of Hell
Oh ALLAH Creat Us Obedient To Your Commands And
The Sunnah Of Our Holy Prophet (P.B.U.H) and

Guide the Ummah To Success In This World and In The Hereafter…!!!

He is not of us who is not affectionate to the little ones, and does not respect the old;
and he is not of us, who does not order which is lawful,
and prohibits that which is unlawful.

Forgive, to be Forgiven.
Give, to be Given.
Love, to be Loved.
Sisters, if you feel sad and lonely in your marriage ask those who are widowed and
you’ll appreciate the little time you have with your husband ..
Brothers, if you feel sad & lonely in your marriage, ask those who lost their wives, then
you ‘ll appreciate everything you have from your wife.
Words of wisdom shared by Agnes Chang:
When we are in heaven our money is still in the bank.
When we are alive we don't have enough money to spend.
When we are gone there is still a lot of money not spent.
One tycoon in China passed away
His widow, left with $1.9 billion in the bank, remarried his chauffeur.
His chauffeur said, "All the while I thought I was working for my boss. Now
only I realise that my boss was all the time working for me !!! "
The cruel reality is:
It is more important to live longer than to have more wealth.
So we must strive to have a strong and healthy body, it doesn't matter who
is working for who.
A high end hand phone, 70% of the functions are useless An expensive car,
70% of the speed is not needed A luxurious villa, 70% of the space is not
occupied A whole wardrobe of clothes, 70% of it is not worn A whole life of
earning, 70% is for other people to use
So we must protect and make full use of our 30% Go for med exam even if not
sick Drink more water even if not thirsty Must let go even if faced with
grave problems Must give in even if you are in the right Must be humble even
if you are very powerful Must be contented even if you are not rich Must
exercise even if you are very busy
LIFE IS SHORT
LIVE LIFE TO THE FULLEST !
We Can Earn Over a BILLION Rewards in Just a Few Seconds!

Narrated ‘Ubaadah that the Messenger of Allah said, “Whoever seeks forgiveness
for the believing men and believing women, Allah will write for him a good deed for
each believing man and believing woman.” (Tabarrani)
People change for two reasons:
They have learned a lot, or
They have been hurt many times”.
Teach children the importance of Salah as young as possible and Salah will always be a part of their
lives. Start with your siblings!
Listening to the recitation of the Noble Qur’aan is very soothing but going through its meaning is even
more soothing.

It’s very unfortunate that people think success is “Money”. Success is peace at mind & peace at
heart, which is achieved only through Islam
The person you’re MAD at might have moved on, and they’re not even thinking about you. So, your
anger isn’t hurting them it’s hurting YOU!

A’ishah (ra) narrated that the Prophet Muhammad  ﷺsaid, “The most hated person with
Allah is the most quarrelsome person.” (al-Bukhari)
I accustomed myself whenever I lose something valuable, to think about its negatives, and then
realise that Allah chose what is best for me
Do not be proud but concern yourself on how many people will ‘Like’ our posting on Faceboook. Be
concerned if Allah will ‘Like’ it & can we be proud of it when standing in front of Allah in the Day of
Judgement.
The worst of the ignorant is not he who does not know and does not even realize that he does not
know.
But the worst of the ignorant is he who does not know, while he thinks he is the best of those who
know!
[Sh. Abdul Aziz Al-Tarefe]
If you want your life to be in order:
●Remember your Salahs in order.
If you want to be at places on time:
● Pray your Prayers on time.
If you want Allah to be there:
●Be there for Allah when you Pray.
If you want to feel important:
● Make your Salahs important.
If you want to be a better person:
● Fix your Salahs.

Islam is not about “we’re better than you”. Islam is about “let me show you something that is
better for you”

You may lose all you have. you may lose the people you love. But as long as you still have
ALLAH, you have all you need
“Sometimes we feel as if all hope is lost because we have perpetrated a great number of sins, thinking
that Allah will not accept our repentance.
This is a great mistake. Allah invites those who turn away from Him; so what makes you think that He
will not accept the repentance of those who turns towards Him?
Allah SWT says: And whoever does evil or wrongs himself but afterwards seeks Allah’s Forgiveness, he
will find Allah Oft-Forgiving, Most Merciful. [4:110]””

Don’t think too much about your problems in life. They are just test papers given by Allah to
see how much you learnt in his subject called “LIFE”
There are days when you just want to close your eyes & not wake up. May Allah guide us to the
straight path & instill patience in our heart.
Don’t underestimate the mercy of Allah; When you feel that everyone is kicking you while
you’re down, Allah will pick you up and guide you.
There are moments when we sometimes hurt so much, we don’t know how to make things
better, but we try as we have imaan, always having hope
In Sujood when tongue fails to express your heart’s pleas, let your tears do all the talk, for Allah
hears & understand what each drop says
Anger is often used to cover up the fact that a person is actually hurt. We’re more likely to
admit to being angry than to being hurt.
A man who has faith in ALLAH does not worry when the world tries to pull him down. Because
he knows ALLAH’s hand is holding him up
“A prayer for you from the core of my heart…
May Allah be with you at every step you take,
May Allah guide you in each decision you make,
May Allah help you when life gets rough,
May Allah Bless you with more than enough,
May Allah protect you when you fall,
May Allah hear you when you call,
May Allah sooth your heart when you don’t understand,
May you always be in Allah’s loving Hand…
AMEEN”
Abu Dharr (May Allah be pleased with him) reported: Messenger of Allah () said, “Do not
disdain a good deed, (no matter how small it may seem) even if it is your meeting with your
(Muslim) brother with a cheerful face.” [Muslim].
We are writing daily on Facebook/Twitter and Other Social Media Walls and at the same time
the Angels never stop recording . Let it be a good record. In Sha Allah
I asked Allah for favors and Allah gave me opportunities.

Maybe I received nothing I wanted,
but I received everything I needed!
Life brings many surprises; things happen in ways we didn’t even imagine were possible. The
key is to be patient & have faith in the decree
Reading about the Mercy of the Almighty is always reassuring & gives us much hope. May He
grant us success in this world & the next. Aameen
All the great kings & powerful men of the world will stand just like you before Allah on the Day
of Judgement accounting for their own deeds
When things go right, say Alhamdulillah. When things take a wrong turn, again say
Alhamdulillah as that’s the turn Allah has planned for you
Beware & Be careful! And DO NOT be of the ones who are happy in worshiping Allah as long as He
showers them with blessings & bounties…
And turn depressed, doubtful & frustrated as soon as Allah tests them with trials and problems…

Sometimes you don’t have any shoulder to cry on, but you always have a forehead to put on
the ground and cry in front of Allah; ”The Best Listener
The world judges you by your looks.
Regardless of how good your looks are,
Allah judges you by your intention
Some souls are like the sun. Even when they’re surrounded by storms, they continue to shine
with hope, between the clouds of darkness..
Whilst the eyes of those who love us may not notice our faults,the eyes of hatred will create
faults even where there aren’t any
We don’t become grateful because we are happy.
We become happy because we are grateful

The only way to stop any pain in your life is to accept the fact that nothing is yours, nothing
was yours, and nothing will ever be yours. They are worldly attachments; Given by Allah,
Belonging to Allah and Returning back to Allah..!!
What seems like a disappointment can turn out to be a blessing. Trust ALLAH’s plan for you &
know that there’s a reason for everything
A Muslim with Allah, is always the strongest. No matter what calamity comes his way, he will
be always helped and guided by Allah
You lost hope because you saw only your sins, but could not see what was greater: His mercy.
You felt trapped because you saw only the storm, but could not see what was stronger: His
refuge

Time will not wait for us no matter how healthy or wealthy we are. People far healthier than us
and wealthier have passed on and time is still ticking. So never allow yourself to be deceived by
your wealth or health. Use your time wisely and be charitable. Remember that every moment
that goes by will never return so make the most of it
Men are of four kinds:
1] a man who knows, and knows that he knows – this one is a scholar, so ask him questions;
2] a man who knows, and does not know that he knows – this one is forgetful, so remind him;
3] a man who does not know, and knows that he does not know – this one is an ignorant man, so teach
him;
4] and a man who does not know, and does not know that he does not know – this one is a stupid man,
so do not have anything to do with him.

Doing haram things doesn’t make you cool. Wanting a halal life doesn’t make you boring
It’s difficult control how your heart feels, but it’s easy to supplicate to the Controller of your
heart to ease what you feel
Mercy is forgiving those who don’t deserve your forgiveness. This is why Allāh is the Greatest.
We don’t deserve His Mercy, yet He forgives
Every morning, we get a chance to be different. A chance to change. A chance to be better.
Your past is your past. Leave it there. Get on with the future part
We are quick to notice the weaknesses of others but fail to acknowledge our own. They must
correct themselves NOW, but it’s fine for us to take our time.
Not everyone can do the good deeds that you can, so make the most of your abilities by doing
as much as possible. We complement each other
The heart can only take so much pain; the only thing that keeps us going is knowing that, Allah
doesn’t burden a soul more than it can bear
Pain helps you live your life; it makes you think about the blessings you perceived as small,
which get you through the days and nights
You can’t force a person to become a better Muslim…. But you can be the reason for a person
to change for the best, In Sha Allah.
THINK ABOUT THIS ►► How long have you been alive? 20, 40, 60, 80 years?
How many sins have you committed throughout your life? Intentionally and unintentionally, public and
in private?
Have you repented sincerely for them? Allaah says: “O you who believe! Turn to Allaah in sincere
repentance!” [Surah At-Tahreem: 8]
Do not delay repentance for another time; as that time might never come.
Turn to Allah NOW and ask forgiveness for all of the sins you have committed.

Even if you let the whole world know about all your problems , what can they do ? Turn to the
One Who heals ; the One Who grants ease

One of the biggest challenges in life is loving without expecting anything back. Selfless love. A
love that gives even when they don’t get. Ya Rab, make us amongst those that love others
selflessly, without expectations
The believers are but brothers, so make settlement between your brothers. And fear Allah that
you may receive mercy

We live in a world where we want things immediately. But, all around us, Allah teaches us a
profound lesson, again and again: everything is a process and takes time. Allah could have
made a baby in a moment, but He designed it to take 9 months. A seed could have become a
massive Oak in a day, but He designed it to take hundreds of years. The Prophet’s mission
could have been completed in a year or two. But, God designed it to take twenty three.
You will not always see the fruits of your labor right away. Maybe not even in your lifetime.
Don’t get discouraged. All things take time. And to all things is a process you cannot speed up.
Therefore, success is dependent upon patience
Hope is a seed God plants in our hearts to remind us there are better things ahead. Stay strong
and have no fear, God is near
Invite the Non-Muslim to Islam as They Will be Telling to Allah In Judgement Day That Those
Muslim Never Invite Us To Islam Never Told Us About Islam
To love someone is nothing ♦♦♦
♦♦♦ to be loved by someone is something ♦♦♦
♦♦♦ to be loved by someone you love is exciting ♦♦♦
♦♦♦ but to be loved by ALLAH is everything ♦♦♦
Narrated Abu Huraira (Radi ALLAHU Anhu)

When doing something for Allah SWT, the devil comes to change your intention & waste your
efforts. Stay focused & remember Allah much
9 BEAUTIFUL MESSAGES…
1) stay away from anger…It hurts…Only You!
2) If you are right then there is no need to get angry,
and if you are wrong then you don’t have any right
to get angry.
3) Patience with family is love,Patience with others is respect.
Patience with self is confidence and Patience with ALLAH is faith.
4) Never think hard about the PAST, It brings tears…
Don’t think more about the FUTURE, It brings fears…
Live this moment with a smile,It brings cheers
5) Every test in our life makes us bitter or better,
Every problem comes to make us or break us,
The choice is ours whether we become victims or
victorious
6) Beautiful things are not always good but good things are always beautiful
7) Respect your mother more than any one else , make her your world ‘cause you’ll never have
another
8)Happiness keeps you sweet so try n be as happy from within as possible.

9)Allah has send us all in pairs…someone …somewhere is
made for u…so wait for the right time n right moment..
Motivate yourself”

Time ticks, never to return. A minute wasted is gone forever. There is no room for laziness in
this life. Make the most of every moment
We shouldn’t have regrets; everything happens for a reason & as per Allah’s decree Learn to
accept both, the happiness & hardships of life
Be gentle when it comes to giving advises & Always remember Allah Guides Whom He wants,
make dua for the person rather than judging them
When a person spends his entire day with no other concern but Allah alone, Allah will take care
of all his needs and take care of all that is worrying him; He will empty his heart so that it will
be filled only with love for Him
Wealth can bring you closer to Allah or it can Take you away from Allah.Dont look at those who
have more than you look at those who have less then you
When you realize that you cannot have everything you want, you’ve understood the nature of
dunya.
When you realize that you can have everything you love or desire, you’ve understood the
nature of Jannah!
Happiness is knowing that this world is not Jannah…:’)
❝ They will have whatever they wish therein (Jannah), and with Us is more.❞ [Qur’an, 50:35]
How can you expect everyone to agree with you? You yourself in the present, disagree with
decisions you’ve made in the past
No matter how far you’ve gone, you only need to take one step back to be with Allah. If you
are alive , it’s not too late
Always keep two words in mind Alhamdulilah & Astaghfirullah Alhamdulilah - keeps you close
to Allah
Astaghfirullah -keeps you away from sins
Stop and help others Give unconditional love to all Have smile on your face Keep Allah in your
mind & heart Pray 5 times Life is Awesome
Not only is speaking to others with respect a sign of piety but it actually makes them want to
listen to what you have to say
If you are unable to promote virtue, at least do not prevent it! If you cannot be productive, do
not be destructive!
Everyone says love hurts the most, but that isn’t true, jealousy hurts, envy hurts, hatred hurts,
rejection hurts, in fact love heals all wounds!

You must convince your heart that whatever Allah has decreed is most appropriate and most
beneficial for you
At my lowest, Allah is my hope.
At my darkest, Allah is my light.
At my weakest, Allah is my strength.
At my saddest, Allah is my comfort
When we pray, God always answers us. It’s either a yes, no, or wait. He knows exactly when
you’ll need something. Ever experienced those moments where things came along just at the
right time? And when we don’t get what we want, it’s obviously a no. And there’s a reason for
that, but only He knows what it is. All I know is that He’ll never take something away from you
without replacing it with something better. Don’t ever think He left you aside. Just trust in him.
Walk by faith and not by sight.
If you truly want to be happy, the first step you need to take is to rid yourself of all the
materialistic desires of this world
When a person is bored he feels that everything is a waste of time, when he remembers Allah
there is no such thing as a waste of time
No one sets an appointment with the angel of death, yet the angel has an appointment with
him, decreed, confirmed & written
The believer has five types of fear.
1. The First is that Allah may take his faith away from him;
2. the Second is that the recording angels may write down something that may expose him on
the Day of Resurrection;
3. the Third is that the shaytan may cause his deeds to become invalid;
4. the Fourth is that the Angel of Death may come to him without warning;
5. and the Fifth is that the world may tempt him and distract him from the Hereafter.
~ Uthman Ibn ‘Affan (RadiyAllahu Anhu)
Our tongue is just one of Allah’s many immense blessings, so why then do we hold it back from
praising Him
Islam is not what Muslims do, but what Muslims should do. And to know what they should do,
one needs to learn what are in fact the teachings of Islam. Then after knowing that, then you
judge Muslims in accordance with what Islam is. Not to judge Islam in accordance with what
Muslims do.
To be able to thank Allah for a blessing is a blessing within itself
Don’t make a habit of pointing out other people’s flaws. You’re not perfect. Look in the mirror
before you look out the window
Life bring you joys and sorrows. Accepting both with a smile is a sign of faith and a strong belief
that Allah knows what’s best for you

You ask; HE gives.
You cry; HE listens.
You call; HE runs.
You sin; HE forgives.
You repent; HE forgets.
You knock; HE opens.
You attend; HE welcomes.
You nag; HE hears.
You request; HE accepts.
You question; HE solves.
You plea; HE resolves.
You take; HE provides.
You insist; HE grants.
Everything You do, is about You & everything He does, is about You !
“So which of the favors of your Lord would you deny ?” - [ Qur’an 55:13 ]

The reason why Allah allows us to experience the low points of life is in order to teach us
lessons that we would only learn the hard way
To realize that you are sinning is a blessing from Allah {subhanahu wa ta’ala}, and a sign of
imaan. Many have lived, and died thinking they did nothing wrong
What Really Counts…..
-Is not where you live but how do you live.
-Is not where you are but how you got here
-Is not the language that you speak but the words you use
-Is not the color of your skin but the color of your character
-Is not that you are a human but the kind of human being you are!
We meet people for a reason. Either they are a blessing or a lesson.
Some people make your life better by walking into it while other people make your life better
by simply walking out of it.
Always be the reason of someones happiness, and be just a part of it. Be a part of someones
sadness ( try to cheer them up), but never be the reason for it
Do not be fooled by one who recites the Quran. His recitation is but speech – but look to those
who act according to it.” — Umar Ibn Al-Khattab
Our Mobiles fall, our reaction and reflexes are super quick 2 save them, Our Imaan is dropping
& falling how quick are we 2 realize this!
When Allah tests you it is never to destroy you. When He removes something in your
possession it is (only) in order to empty your hands for an even greater gift!
~~~6 Ways To Happiness~~~
1. Praying 5 times daily.
2. Reading The Holy Qur’an daily.

3. Always Thanking The ALMIGHTY, ALLAH
4. Helping the poor & needy people.
5. Asking forgivness From ALLAH.
6. Good Behavior Towards Your Parents & Relatives.
Don’t just upgrade your phone, upgrade your iman also
Day by day just don’t forget that your death is getting very close.Remember Allah and
remember why he sent you here.Pray and do good deeds
Before you talk, listen. Before you react, think. Before you criticize, wait. Before you pray,
forgive. Before you quit, try

